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DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOB PROTOTYPE AND PBODUCTIDN 

HAGNETIC ltFAsn OF SUPERCONDUCTING LUGNETS 

Bruce 0. Brolm 

py PC.,' Accelerator Laboratory 

B&&a,XIllinois 50510 

The magnetic field strength md shape for SSC superconducting 
magnet.8 till determine critical properties of the accelerator systems. 
Tbia paper will enumerate the relations between magnetic field properties 
and nagnet material selection and aasenhly techniques. Hsgnitudes of 
various field errors will be explored along with operating parameters 
which CUL affact than. Haguetic field qtulity requirements will be 
compared to available measuring techniques and the relation between 
magnetic field measurements md otbsr quality control efforts will be 
diacuswi. This till provida a framework for designing a conplate wnet 
me=urement plan for the SSC project. 

INTRODUCTION 

The quality control measurement1 of superconducting accelerator 
magnets' has several interesting aspects, of which coma are unique to the 
accelerator problem and others are special to the superconducting magnet 
problem. This paper will attempt to define a strategy for viewing this 
problem and supply an overview of it6 engineering and msssgcmsnt aspects. 
Specific reanlta and anslyses will be included to make the discussion as 
concrete M possible and to provide a reference for further work. 

Superconducting magnets such aa the dipoles's‘ designed for the SSCs 
hare been classified aa "coil dominated" magnets.' The critical 
magnetic field properties are largely set by the current flowing through 
the coils and the coil geometry. Iron yokes which surround the coil 
create enhanced fields which can be described with an image current model 
at fields below iron sc&arrtion. A more detailed analysis is required at 
high fields to describe the iron effects aftar the onset of saturation. 
In addition to the dominant transport current fields, hysterstic fields 
due ta ssgnetic materials (both ferromagnetic (yokes) and ferrimagnetic 
(superconducting cable)) PTI) very important at low fields. Both eddy 
current and flux crsap effects cause tima dependences of magnet fields. 
To plan an effective magnetic testing program, an overview of these 
effects is necessy. Since various propertins determine different field 
errors, techniques must be devised to aepvate these effects and relate 
measured properties to fabrication techniques and materials properties. 
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Table 1. Uses of Hagnet Yeasurements 

*Production Quality Control 

Use 

Assambly Tooling 

Acceptance Testing 

Typical Yaasurement 

Yaasurement of Field Angle 

Maximum Current (Strength) 
Strength vs Current 
Field Uniformity 

Optimise Installation Field Uniformity 
Field Strength vs Current 

*Prototyping and Specie.1 Magnet Design Tests 

*Special Tests for Accelerator Systems 

In Table 1 are listed various uses for magnet measurements of 
accelerator magnets. Let ua examins these purposes for meuurements and 
soms of the measurements themselves. Then we will begin examination of 
the design considerations for hardware and softlue to be used in magnet 
measurements. 

An part of the process of magnet fabrication, some of the assembly 
step8 are more easily carried out using “magnetic tooling" (magnetic 
measurements performed to r.llov critical alignments or adjustmoots).' 
Most such ateps till be carried out with factory based measurement 
equipment. However, in the fabrication of the Fenilab Teratron dipoles, 
in ddition to the field angle deter&nation during assembly, adjustments 
of the relative positions of the iron and coil during final testing 
allowed a significant improvement in field uniformity. Field angle 
measurements of dipole and quadrupolr magnets provided alignment data for 
tunnel installation which substantis.lly reduced ths magnet msembly 
precision requirements. 

Acceptance testing of the produced magnets will datsrmina their 
suitability for use in the accalerator. Typically, measurements of the 
properties required (performance teats) are the preferred technique for 
acceptance testing. However, it may ba possible in the case of 
superconducting magnets to provide cheaper or more sensitive teats in 
other ways. Total project cost may be reduced by performing specially 
designed tssts to portions of the magoat during assembly. In addition, 
some tssts may be desired which can reveal production line malfunction 
rhich will be urrrectsd for “good engineering practice" aincs 
determining the true affecta on ths accelerator (utarirl fatigue, long 
term insulation failure...) may b e mre expensive than correcting the 
manufacturing problem.' The result of acceptance testing will be 
accepted magnets, rejected magnets, and perhaps soma magnets which will 
be repaired. 

The 20 TeV synchrotron proposed for the SSC project will perform 8(1 
* single tool. Thus, the product of the magnet builders is not a set of 
10,ooO magnets but instead is ONE machine. This distinction was 
important for the existing Fermilrh Teratron since the properties of the 
produced magnets would hare produced an inferior accelsrator if casembled 
with randomly chosen msgnets from the assembly line. Instead, in a 



process referred to am "shuffling" 
called “stacking the deck" 

but which could better have been 
, properties of sets of magnets were matched 

to provide improved accelerator properties.0 Yagnetic measurements were 
performed on each magnet to make this possible. Hors stringent magnet 
fabrication requirements or additional magnetic correction schsmes would 
have been the (more expensive) alternatives. The usefulness of this 
raquirement will be determined by the relationship between the 
accelerator design and the achievable tolerances on materials for and 
assembly of the magnets. 

In addition to these production requirements, there will continue to 
be L sariem of q sasurements required which must be implemented as special 
tests. Theme prototype measurements will need to ba carried out both to 
resolve nn~ magnet design questions which arise but also to provide 
information about the magnets for the design of related systems such e.a 
porar supply systems or quancb protection systems. These will not only 
require different and additional resources, but may also need to be 
integrated into production measurements, 
to achiera sufficient statistic, 

either because of requirements 
because the msaaurement is closely 

related to existing measurements or simply to achieve the same high 
quality of data collection and mmw.gemant achieved by the production 
measurement sptem. This requirement for special tests along with the 
wmurmmce that the initisl set of production measurements will require 
small mdjumtments in order to achieve all project goals, demands m 
flexible measuremant system implementation. Modern tools allow s. well 
defined mmd well monitored production measurement system which is also 
flexible. 

In order to accomplish the various tasks in Table 1 we will need a 
variety of magnet measuring tools and systems. Each system will require 
its own special considerations concerning 

Implementation 
Record Maintenance and Reporting 
Haasurement +lity Assurmca 

The importance of attempting to create a common set of tools for 
handling this diverse set of measurement requirements is driven by 
need to minimize development costs and operating complexity. In 

the 

addition, the complete understanding of z. given set of measurement tools 
is challenging enough to suggest that the number of tools developed be 
minimimed. After solving the problems for the SOJO dipoles, there till 
remain important memsurements for mmin quadrupoles, correction packages, 
interaction region quadrupoles and the other special magnets required for 
the SSC main synchrotron. Heasurements will also be required for the 
magnets in the injector acceleratora. A well considered system rooted 
well considered tools is critical to the success am well am minimiming 

in 

the cast of this endeavor. 

Im this paper we will examine some of the msasurcments which have 
been developed or planned, explore the effects which control the desired 
properties but also place requirements 0x1 the techniques for measurement 
control, discuss the relation between magnetic maasurement quality 
control tests and other available QC possibilities, and finally discuss 
various aspects of measurement design and data management design to allow 
this effort to be effectively managed and to integrate successfully with 
the overall requirements of the 590 accelerator project. 

3 
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Table 2. Yeasurements Applied to Tevatron Superconducting &gnats 

Heasurements under Cryogenic Conditions 

Heasurements of H&mum Current Capability and Quench Protection 

Uamp Quench Lineu Reap to Quench 
g;t& Quench Yultiple Bamps to Each Target Current 

Integrity of Quench Heater Circuits 
Full Energy Quench of Unprotected Hagnet 

Sigh Current Haguetic Heasurements 

Harmonic Heasurements of Field Quality 
MB Heasurements of Dipole Uniformity 
Integrated Field Strength and Field Angle Yeasurement 

Hiscallaneous Electrical and Low Current Tests 

Bi Pot (electrical insulation test) 
Fiald Angle with AC System 
Field Angle from Honitor System (Yoke Coil) 

Hsasurements at Room Temperature 

Electriul Tests 

Coil Inductance and Resistance 
Hi Pot (electrical insulation test) 

Haguetic Tests 

Field angle with AC system 
Field qle with Honitor System (Yaks Coil) 
Field Uniformity (AC system) 
Field Strength (AC system) 

Hechamicz.1 Tests 

Cryostat Position Keasurements 
Pipe Offsets 
Yoke Shape 

SOILS TYF'ICAL YEAS- TECSNIQUES 

Let um briefly examine some of the measuremsnts which are performed 
on superconducting accelerator magnets.l* In Table 2 we have outlined 
the quality control tests done on the Fermilab Tevatron Magnets. Some 
mere implemanted to assure that the magnets met minimum requirements for 
the accelerator, some to check the operation of critical devices or to 
djust some variable assembly feature and some recorded properties of 
assembled magnets to allow their optimal use in the accelerator. 

In order to evaluate the maximum strength (maximum current) for a 
superconducting accelerator magnet, one may excite the coils with a 
prescribed excitation pattern and record the current at which the magnet 
is not able to sustain the superconducting state. When a portion of the 
coil "quenches" to the resistive state, the whole magnet will 
evantually become resistive. The measurement procedure mu& record the 



current and voltage development of this quench event in order to study 
the quench propagation, heat development and voltages created. These are 
typicmlly measurements made to accuracies of 0.1% at best. Time 
resolutions of milliseconds are useful. A critical aspect of thesa 
memsurements is the careful record of the cryogenic stata of the magnet 
and the excitation history. 

Heasurements to determine the shape of the magnetic field have been 
curied out using rotating coils et fixed excitation currents. The 
rssultm are expressed using L standard harmonic expansion of the magnetic 
field. By mmking use of sense coil configurations which were insensitive 
to the dominant (dipole or quadrupole) field, precise measurenents (IO-4 
to 10-S of the dominant) can be carried out with low precision 
electronics (12 bit ADC). Important limitations due to power supply 
constraints and probe motion imperfections cam be avoided in this ray 
&JO. The mmgnetic field shape will be sensitive to the magnetic history 
mmd cryogenic conditions of the magnet so these will be recorded by the 
mersuremant system. Haasurements through all puts of the hysteresis 
cycle may be needed to assure proper materials selection and magnet 
mssembly. The results of these measurements must be compared with the 
system requirements for the accelerator. Alternative techniques are 
under consideration including different rotating coil techniques, NE+ 
arrays mud arrays of Hall Probes are being examined but the 
considerations of this paper apply equally to sll of the above. 

The strength of the magnetic field cmm be recorded in various ways. 
The required information is ths integrated strength along the centerline 
of the mmgmst. The dipole strength is 

t 
dl rherew the quadrupole or 

mextupole strength im the imtegrv.1 of t e relevant derivative of the 
field. Dipole strength hrs been succasmfully recorded using M(p probes 
for the body field in conjunction with Em11 Effect Probes in the end 
fields where the field uniformity is not sufficient to observe the 
resoubnce for NHL Stretched wire probes and rotating coils have been 
used for m variety of memsurement systema to messurs the integrated 
strength of both dipola, quadrupols and higher order correction systems. 
Required accurrcies are typically 10-4 or better for dipoles with 
somewhat less accuracy required for qumdrupoles. Again, the magnetic 
history will affect these measurements and must be carefully controlled 
to provide suitable results. 

III addition to these “generic" mevaurenent raquirenents, ebcb 
magnet design will contain features which should he monitored and 
controlled. Often the magnetic measurement system will provide the most 
suitable technique for quality assurance. Such measurements will be 
integr&.ed into the production mea.wrement flow. 

A HXASUIlF,ES YODEL OF A SWEBCONDUCTING HAGNET 

Design tools exist to allow accelerator scientists to interact with 
magnet designers to provide a suitable design and manufacturing plan for 
creating superconducting magnets. However, the construction of a 
magnetic meamurement system will profit from a model for the magnet which 
is more heuristic but more amenable to understanding the various effects. 
With such L model in hand, the results of measurements should be better 
understood, allowing a measurement plan to be developed which will reveal 
ml1 interesting aspects of the measurememts and the magnets. With such a 
plan in hmmd, the magnet measurement scientistin combinrk.ion with the 
mmmufrcturimg engineer can plan * complete quality *ssurance system 
including mechanical measurements during fabrication and assembly (e.g. 
mimes mmd stresmsm), elactricrl measurements such as inductance and 
magnetic measurements of components and of the final assembly. 



6 The nature of such a model is shown in Table 3. We cmm calculate 
the dominant effects with only the first two items since they dominate 
the field at all excitation levels. However, we notice that to determine 
them accurately, we will need to make measurements et intermediate fields 
so that other effects can be minimized. Our separation of the effects of 
the iron into three distinct contributiona hae not been convenient for 
magnet designer's codes. But the effects arc very distinctive. The 
smturmtion effects turn on quite sharply in most wnventional am well M 
superconducting magnets and can chuacterimed quite distinctively at a 
limited rwe of (high) currents. Effects of mechanical deformation must 
be kept small in the design to avoid fatigue ae well mm to mmintrin 
suitmble field quality. 
saturation is difficult. 

Separating such effects from ones due to iron 

The fields created by the q agnetication of both the iron and the 
superconductor" are most important at low fields. In fact, both are 
most easily studied by noting that they are nearly independent of field 
level (they crests number of Gauss at a reference radius which changes 
less than m factor of two or three over the whole current ramga) When 
plotted am e fraction of the dominant field, they will of course, fall 
quickly at high fields and are therefore of much less importance to the 
eccelerator there. Bowever, these effects depend cxiticrlly om the 
magnetic history of the test magnet so this must be carefully recorded 
cod controlled. In particular, for measurements et a fixed current, the 
current must approach the target current smoothly since small overshoot 
will product large changes in the hysteretic fields. 

The effects of flux creep on the fields of accelerator mmgmets harr 
only been appreciated recently .ls This effect adds considerable 
difficulty to attempts to q mke precision maasurememts of magnetic fields 
since the observed effects appear to depend sensitively on the detailed 
magnetic history. Although the effects are fairly small, they have been 
observed to create inportent changes in the operation of the Fermilab 
Tevatron.~* Although Table 3 lists them as being important at low 

Tmble 3. Sources of Magnetic Field 

Effect Calc Tool Bang= Hysteresis Temp. 
Effects 

Current in Coil Amperes Lbr All Fields none 

Infinite p Iron he Currents All Fields none 

Iron Sbturbtion (ji < p) (requires Hi Fields P?? 
detailed cslc) 

Iron Eemanent Field Hagnetic Charges Low Fields YE9 

Persistent Currents Doublet Theory Low Fields YSS 
in Superconductor 

NO 

Small 

Small 

Smbll 

Yes 

Hechmmical Deformation Finite Element High Fields NO ?? NO 
Code + Ampere 

Flux Creep in 
Superconductor 

Low Fields YE3 Smell 
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fields, their effects at high field will depend on the details of the SSC 
mccelermtor design and the significance of such effects cannot be ruled 
out * priori. It is perhmps suitable to suggest that this effect be 
taken as representative of perhaps several important small effects which 
require that the magnet measurement system be designed with m 
conprehensive view to provide detailed measurements and flexible 
implementation so that ner effects can be studied and then monitored as 
required. 

By studying these effects in detail, on can obtain an understanding 
mitmble to allow the design of the measurement system details and to 
prepva mmalysis systems which will provide the required monitoring of 
results mo that both the quality of the magnets and the quality of the 
msasursmsnts cam be assessed. 

SOHS CONSIDERATIONS OF YEhsm SYSTEM E4RDWAItE 

The neasurement system will require e. variety of tools. All will be 
familiar to the accelerator builder but the special tasks associated with 
the quality assurance aspect of the magnet measurement facility will 
require special attention to these features so thmt suitable systems can 
be chosen for this purpose. It is often advv.ntageous to apply some of 
the systems which will be utilized in the accelerator complex to the 
magnet meersurement problem in order to provide system testing experience 
for them. Bowever, this must not get in the ray of the principle 
purpose: quality magnet measurements. To illustrate this point, we will 
contra& in Table 4 typical power supply and current readout requirements 
for mee.eurements and accelerators. 

Table 4. PowSEsuPPLrPEATuBRs 

Feature Hagnet Hess. Req. Accelerator Req. 

Current Stability O.ooOl for 200 Sec. .OOOO2 for 20000 Sec. 

Ripple <0.3X Typical <.005% Typical 

Overshoot <O.l A Max. 0.1 A Beproducible 

Remp B*te Variable (per mess.) Ae specified 

Setting Accuracy <1X Typical <0.005X Typical 

Setting Precision 0.1 A Typical 0.01 A Typical 

Pesdout Accurscy <O.Ol% <O.l% Typic*1 

Control at Zero Current Important Irrelevant 

A number of other hardware considerations will distinguish the high 
volume, precision Quality Assurance magnet measurement system from other 
familiar hardware systems. The significance of the measurement for the 
life of am accelerator q ekes it useful to tie the measurement to absolute 
references via calibration precedures. men industrial vendors are 
involved it is reccgmised that it then becomes commercially as well aa 
tecbmiully useful to tie these calibrations to NBS standards. In order 
ta ensure that the hardware used for the meesurement is well identified 
(so thmt its calibration is known), am electronic identification which 
cmm be reed by the data collection system is needed. Simple systems 



suitable for existing measurement systems have been in use for some time 
at Fermilab. Systems which use suitable for expansion to z. loge scale 
effort need to be identified and implemented. 

Yagnetic field measurement techniques must be selected for which 
problems of calibration, data acquisition, analysis and monitoring arc 
understood. However, the same concerna must be shown for control and 
readout systems for cryogenics, current, probe position and magnet 
orientation (as examples). "In place" calibration is desired. 
Redundant mea.surement allow the monitoring of stability and reliability 
to be carried out within the nominal data flow. The optomisation 
criteria must take note that the cost of additional routine measurements 
carried out by the computer is very low, additional measurements 
performed routinely by the measurement personnel is still inexpensive but 
calibration and especially diagnostic work carried out by the scientific 
staff is very costly in both direct cost and opportunity cost. 

DATA COLLRCl'ION ENVIRONI(ENT 

Implementation of the measurements required for the SW project is 
clearly a project which deserves the use of modern computer softwars and 
bardrue tools to make the implementation meet its goals and remain cost 
affective. An appropriate place to start consideration of these tools is 
the axiom which states that all computer applications need to be designed 
SO that the paople who use them find the computer to be their assistant 
rather than being made to feel that they are ths computer's assistant. 
In each phase of the design one needs to focus on the person who is to be 
served by the process under design. The widest context which we will 
consider here is the accelerator scientist for whom the measurement data 
iu obtained. The most restricted view is that of a technician who 
calibrates measurement equipment or a materials management clerk rho 
uintaina product and equipment inventory information. Table 5 lists 
morn* of the personnel involved in this process. Their domains of view 
are described with terms intended to be auggastive but not at this point 
analytical. 

Table 6. Domains of Intarest of Measurement System Users 

User Domain of View 

Accelerator Scientist Yeasurement Analyzed Results 
(Production and Prototype) 
Inventory of Products 

Measurement Scientist Yeasureaent Results 
Raw, Reduced and Analyzed 
Equipment Status 

Heasuremant Manager Measurement Status and Results 
Inventory of Products 
Equipment Status 

Yeasurer Eauioment Status 
Local Product Inventory 
Xeasurement Results - Raw and Reduced 

Data Analysis Clerk 

Equipment Technician 

Heasurement Results - Reduced and Analyzed 

Calibration System Status 
Equipment Status 



The point of view adopted in the measurement system created for the 9 

AntiProton Source project“ is that the principle design goal wea to 
mllor the Accelerator Scientist and the Heasurement Scientist (engineers 
and physicists) to have full control of ml1 information they required to 
evaluate the quality of the magnets and measurements by making it 
mvmilnble through the computer system. Tbis implied the need to provide 
databases to control the calibration infermmtion used in the 
measurements, configuration files to provide consistent information on 
equipment amd settings, careful design of the results files to provide 
ml1 the information which must flow through emcb step of the measurement 
process. It requires that the computer reed all status information 
electroniully to eliminate, where possible, errors due to operator data 
entry. (Experience at the Fermilab YTF indicates that error rates for 
entry of status information can at best approach 90% accuracy). This 
requires a degree of planning in both the headware and software 
implementation so that the required “nemr lOD%" status readout is 
possible. 

Tbs programs were written am single threads of code which directed 
the measurement process from beginning to end. It was required that the 
dmtr be recorded in both Raw form mnd Reduced form (calibrations applied) 
by the initial data collection program. Tbe requirement to record the 
rmw d&m i8 widely utilised in any application where data volume permits. 
This till allow a reprocessing of the data with updated calibration 
imforrmtion or revised programs if that should be required. Data 
emmlysia may proceed in one or more pmssea to provide m variety of 
required rsmults. All data was orgamised to allow use of data management 
tools (in this came DATATRIEVE)lS for general data viewing mmd 
monitoring. Data management software hrs bean written using both 
trditionml and data management langwges. Tbe only data recorded 
outside of this procedure was operator commentary which wea recorded in 
mm electronic logbook. 

The measurement system utilized for measurement of prototype SSC 
17 m dipole magnet&e at Fermilab ham employed some significantly 
diffarsmt styles than those used for the production memsurements 
described above. In particular, the very much more extensive 
instrmmentmtion requirements of this phase of measurement hae been 
provided for using multitasking softmre. This has provided the ability 
to make measurements of the (cryogenic) environment of the mmgnet under 
test with separate coda from the process which ne directing the magnet 
test sequence. 

Based om this experience, some of tbe deficiencies of these systems 
have bean observed. Tbs degree of automation available in the AntiProton 
Source system M limited by available hard-e automation. In 
mmticipation of systems with further automation in the hardware, m plan 
hur been outlined and putly implemented which meets some of the problems 
inherent in the previous systems and to allow for a higher degree of 
automation in the data collection and data mrnmgement. Tba AntiProton 
Source System was originally used for storage ring magnets rhicb were 
intended to bs used at a single current for which a prescription of a 
pra-ramp (hysteresis ramp) was sufficient. Sowever, am this eystem has 
been used for mccelerator magnets, the schemes available for recording 
the results at different portions of the excitation cycle have required 
ad hoc changes to the procedures and no integrated method to record 
hysteresis or current control information M available. Recently, an 
incremental addition hms been implemented to provide m single record 
structure in which measurement history (programs requested, filea 
written, measurements approved), current history and the electronic 
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logbook cam all be written to L single file which is still easily 
accessed with the existing data viewing tool (DATATRIEVX). The intention 
im to provide two classes of data output: status data which accumulates 
in m chronological log and run data which are written am records of 
prescribed structure to m separate file for raw and reduced results for 
arch measurement type. It is believed that this structure UAY be 
sufficient for D fairly automatic memsurement and analysis procedure 
bamed on command files. Figure 1 outlines the data flow of the 
previously mentioned system and m system which has now been partly 
implemented for a more automatic measurement system. 

OATA FLOUI OIAGRAM 
EHlsTlNG (SEMI-~IIJTOM~ITIC~ TESTS 

OflTtl FLOUI OlRGRRM 
PROPOSE0 (AUTOMRTIC) TESTS 

Figure 1. Plan for information flow in mmgnet measurement systems. 
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Tbs criteria for deciding between further complexity of a given data 
recording structure and the complexity of adding additional structures 
requires some discussion. It is likely that the limitation of importance 
is the channel capacity and buffer capscity of the human pertaption 
process. A useful discussion cmn be found, for example, in Chapter 18 of 
James Hmrtin's Dasinn of Ym-Computer Dialoas.1' We learn therm that 
for each level of mbstrrction, up to *bout seveo items cam be recalled 
mod unipulated in our senses at one time. To extend the capacity to deal 
with complexity, we zae advised to group materials in to msnmgeable 
patterns which cam then be manipulated further. This suggests that we are 
wise to aelect L limited number of files or dmtabasas and to provide 
modest levels of complexity in amch. 

Bamed om experience with existing measurement system and the 
programming effort required to produce them we can conclude that several 
clmsses of commsrcial software are likely to be interesting for 
eonstntctimg Qurlity Amsurmmce Magnet Hemsurement Systems: Databases, 
Forma Hangemsnt/Dmta Entry, Graphics, and perhaps statistical packages 
will be useful. Since the essence of automation is extensive software 
support of all aspects of the procems, the volume of software will be 
mubstmtiml mmd will certainly justify investment is superior software 
development tools. It is ASSWED that the hardware will be bmmed on as 
many mtmdmrdisad itsma ms possible. Cammerciml electronic hardware 
based on widely accepted IEEE or ANSI stsndmrds till certainly bs the 
corm for tba data acquisition system. Kmcbmmical hmrdwmre will require 
ursful engineering since compumbls nmtionrl or internstionsl standards 
exist only at component, not system levels for mechanical hardware. The 
choice of standud (or at lease commercial) softrve is essential to the 
implementation of flexible, responsive and maintainable measurement 
aoftrue systems. 

.¶MlAN AND CONCLUSIONS 

Tbs tools required to implement measurement systems for SSC or other 
auperconductimg magnets are available. Although new meaarement 
techniques may be considered an part of a new system design, the 
principlas which are required for system planning can be enumerated now. 
The detniled plan for quality msmuramce of the component magnets of D 
superconducting ring must integrate quality assurance at all stages of 
the fabric&ion and mcceptanca of the materimls and the magnets. The 
quality of ths magnetic field will depend upon the materials and the 
=sambly. The dstmila of whether to spend more on testing of cable, 
insule.tion mmd laminations or om room temperature or cryogenic 
temperature tasting of the magnets will depend upon the details of the 
mmgmst design. For axmmpla, the ralativs shape of the coil when rum or 
cold dapends in detail on the system for coil support within the magnet. 
Support schemes have been proposed in which the coil is substantially 
deformed when warm in order to achieve sufficient support when cold. 
Such a design would suggest very different testing scenarios from those 
used for the Tevmtron or EERA. Details of magnetisation mmy be 
alternatively studied by detailed materials measurements or by 
measurementa of the finished magnets. Tba principles which determine the 
sensitivity of various mes.murement options z.ve outlined above. 

The overall objective of the Quality Assurance project is to provide 
m reliable and well understood accelerator. To mebiers this will 
certainly require magnetic measurements at many points. However, the 
requirement of a well understood accelerator which rums for long 
operating cycles with little dam time cam be acheired in different nays. 
With magnets whose manufacturing process gumrantees magnets with 



precisions well beyond what is needed combined with some "go/no-go" 
type testing during or perhaps after the manufacturing process one can 
mimise the magnetic tasting. Accelerator plus magnet designs are viable 
in which the manufacturing tolerances are much too tight to be achieved 
with luge margins. 
testing. 

For these designs, one will need more detailed 

The entire enterprise of assembling a large accelerator will require 
L date. management structure which allors the Accelerator Scientist to 
bmva access to all the information he needs to monitor the progress of 
accelerator construction. A data flow plan for the measurement task has 
been outlined which is suitable for a measurement system with substantial 
automation. The measurement systems for SSC will grow along these lines 
in order to provide the quality measurement information required by the 
bccslermtor construction enterprise. 

This work is an exploration of the issues concerning quality 
smsurmmce mmgnatic merauraments. It represents accumulated experience of 
projects mt Farmilab related to the 990 needs but not management policy 
of either Farmilrb nor SSC management. I would like to express my thmmks 
to my Fermilab colleagues with whom I have explored tbese ideas including 
John Cumon, Gene Fisk, Moyses Kuchnir, Hike Lamm, Paul Yantsch, Peter 
Your, Rich Orr, John Peoples, Jim Strait, Frank Turkot, and especially 
Ray Eonft mmd Dave Rmrdimg. Special thanks are also due to the 
mamsurement and development staffs of the Fermilab Magnet Test Facility. 
Fermilab is operated by Universities Rasevch Association, Inc., under 
contract with U.S. Department of Energy. 
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